Introduction
An underwater explosion is a very complex phenomenon which is very difficult regardless any approaching way. An underwater explosion is that explosion having the point of detonation below the water surface [4] . There are two types of underwater explosions: shallow and deep explosions. These types of underwater explosion can be categorized by empirical criterion [5] , defined by the relation between d (the explosion depth, in ft) and W (explosive mass, in pounds), so: if But there was something in common: the phenomenon of cavitation. An underwater explosion consists in converting of the charge instantly into hot gas (approximately 3000 0 C) and in appearing of a shock pressure of up to over 5000 MPa. The shock wave propagates spherically into the water, having duration of 10 -5 …10 -3 seconds. Next to other aspects regarding the underwater explosion, the cavitation is a very important one by its effects upon immersed structures. The phenomenon of cavitation appears when, in a water domain, a negative absolute pressure occurs. A negative pressure leads to the tensile forces in the water, but this cannot sustain such forces and cavitation or separation is formed. Two types of cavitation exist: local cavitation and bulk cavitation. This occurs at the free surface, in a large area; the local cavitation occurs in a small area just at the fluid-structure interface. Both cavitation types have strong effects upon immersed structures. Other classification makes differences between contact explosion and non-contact explosion [9] . These types of underwater explosions are very important in evaluation of the explosion damage of a structure. But, no matter the explosion type (shallow or deep, contact or non-contact), cavitation phenomenon is present and this often has a significant contribution to damages.
Underwater explosion parameters
By explosion, a large quantity of energy is released and this is a function of the charge weight and of the stand-off distance. The main parameters, like the peak pressure max P in the shock wave front, the pressure profile ) (t P and the decay constant θ describing the exponential decay, can be calculated with formulas [1] , [3] : t of the wave to a point (target). R is the distance between explosion point and a considered point. These explosion parameters are only those which are used for calculus of the bulk cavitation area. Of course others parameters exist and they are used especially for explosion effects evaluation and for other issues evaluation.
Bulk Cavitation Domain
Bulk cavitation phenomenon appears as a result of the reflection of the shock wave at the free water surface. As we can see in the Figure 1 , in a point (target) two wave front arrive: an incident one (compressive wave) and a reflected one (rarefaction wave). Initially, incident wave travels in water with a velocity much faster than the sound speed, but rapidly this velocity goes down owing to temperature, salinity, pressure etc.; decreasing of the wave velocity does not go under sound speed in that water (aprox. 1500 m/s).
Fig. 1 Incident and reflected waves
At a moment, in a point, the summation of those waves becomes zero. Such a point is placed on the upper boundary of the bulk cavitation region (area, domain). Cavitation phenomenon occurs when the absolute pressure falls below the cavitation pressure, which is a negative pressure of 0.025 MPa, and the water can not support such resulting tensile load. In the Figure 2 , we can see the shock wave profiles of the pressure (incident) and rarefaction (reflected or image pressure) waves. 
• atmospheric pressure = a P 101.353 kPa ,
where γ is the specific gravity.
• Absolute pressure, in a point ( M ), is:
• The total pressure, in a point ( M ), is:
The upper cavitation boundary is the locus of the points, where their coodinates fulfil the condition:
Practically, the relation (14) represents the upper cavitation boundary equation, having the form of relations (15). 
The parameters 1 r and 2 r of the relation (15) can be easily expressed in Cartesian coordinates, using relations (5) and (6) . The reflected (breaking) pressure goes through the cavitation domain and goes on into uncavitated water beneath the lower boundary. Let's consider [2] . a spherical attenuation of the reflected pressure, in the form: Taking into account that the parenthesis, of the relation presented in the Figure 5 , has to be zero and making some substitutions for coming back to cartesian variable, we can write the relation (21). This relation represents the lower cavitation boundary equation.
This, together relations (5) and (6), gives us the cartesian coordinates of the points staying on this curve. The space sided by these curves is the cavitation domain (Figure 3 ). Those two curves intersect in a point. The coordinates of this point represent a solution of both curves. 
Numerical Example
The numerical example, presented below, is based on using of the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) Method [6] , [7] , [8] . 
Fig. 8 Domain of numerical analysis
The values of the constants appearing in these material models and EOS are those often presented in the technical literature. Because the aim of this numerical study is only to put in evidence the cavitation phenomenon and for saving of the computer time, the water domain modelled by free particles was chosen only 20 m (Figure 8 ).
Results and Discussions
The present of the cavitation in a water point (on a particle) is demonstrated by the pressure evolution in that point, which include that negative pressure, usually between zero and 0.025 MPa. Here are some post-procesing pictures which show the pressure time evolution in some water points (particles), chosen inside and outside the bulk cavitation area. In the Figure 11 a detail regarding the lower pressure on the chosen particles is presented, where we can see that negative pressure, a characteristic of the cavitation phenomenon.
In the Figure 11 , we can see that the cavitation process can be (particle 11800) the first phenomenon, comparatively with the increasing of the pressure, produced by the explosion wave propagation. Also, we can see (particle 33871) that the cavitation appears at a moment, after some oscilation of the pressure.
Fig. 12 Detail of the particle velocities
The present of the cavitation in those points in water, represented by particles, is also confirmed by the y-velocities of the particles, presented in the Figure 12 .
The displacements and the velocities in the y-axis negative sense are the result of the reflected pressure which produces the cavitation phenomenon.
Fig. 13 Water density field
The water density field presented in the Figure 13 shows the present of cavitation (density values between 950 and 1000, under standard value).
Conclusions
Bulk cavitation phenomenon is present in all underwater explosions. Its effects upon structures belong to non contact explosion type. The study of bulk cavitation is useful and necessary because this cavitation type can cause direct damages and/or an amplification of damages. For all studies regarding underwater explosion, SPH method seems to be the best method.
